
1 PDP Submission 333
Further Submission 069

2 Where we started from - the PDP.

In this Hearings Steam the Association is going to focus on
the Hobson precinct… the orange area in the
south-eastern part of residential Thorndon

- encroachment by the CCZ over parts of residential
Thorndon
- a dearth of character precincts qualifying matters on the
south-eastern side of the suburb
- or any other qualifying matters.

The Thorndon Residents’ Association supports, LIVE
WELLington, Historic Places Wellington, and others per our
Further Submissions

3 We have deferred to Stream 4 – Centres, two residential

areas that are now proposed as CCZ in the PDP

4 The TRA supports the section 42a (Character Precincts and

Design Guides) report that recommends an expansion of

the character precincts in Thorndon.

The Association seeks some adjustments on the margins.



5 We hope Commissioners accepted the invitation to

undertake this site visit and thereby may have a 4D
experience of the precinct.

Like international tourists do on the heritage trail.

Temporal is a significant factor… where the sun is at any

point in time.

6 Sometimes we don’t value things enough until we’ve lost

them. Thorndon knows this.

What remains is highly valued residential character and

heritage.

It’s highly valued for its contribution to Wellington’s sense of

place and identity. Residential Thorndon’s, NZ oldest suburb

has a distinctiveness that is celebrated and woven with

stories.

7 Cruise liners off-load passengers.

One of the things they cherish about their visit to Wellington

is a walk of the heritage trails and to appreciate the

character of inner residential Thorndon.

The Association wishes to focus on the area our appreciative

visitors walk or ride, between Old St Pauls and Katherine

Mansfield House & Garden

The Hobson Residential Precinct - the PDP presently has this

flagged as HDR (High Density Residential)

8 15 years ago Boffa Miskell and WCC assessed of the extent

of heritage on the east bank of Thorndon.

What emerged were Areas 3, 4, & 5

This morning we’re focused on Area 3

That extent made sense to our community then, just as it

makes sense to our community today.



9 A reminder of the fragmentation proposed between ODP

and PDP (with additions)

10 Indicative Character Contribution by Boffa Miskell 2019

As recently as yesterday WCC generated new maps that

overly boundaries and help communicate the intersections.

Jas has handed these out.

11 The Association undertook its own site by site assessment

last year. It was included in our submissions.

12 The PDP was way too frugal wrt the south-eastern side of

Thorndon.

The Association welcomes the gesture made to recognise a

cluster of character/heritage in the midst of this area.

However, other significant character and heritage examples

are omitted, including significant contributors on the

boundary of the Recommended Addition.

At that point it’s boundary begins to feel arbitrary.



It doesn’t align with community understanding of character

and heritage in this area. A continuity that we see and

experience .

13

Talk to Slide

- The rear properties are important

- The oldest in the street is a rear property

- The additions we seek are all high quality wooden

houses

Any more high-rises in the mix would seriously break the

coherence

14 Areas left outside the added character precinct have a very

high degree of coherence and/or contiguity with the

proposed character precinct.

An extension of the margin of the character precinct

eastward (5 rear parcels) as well as southward along the

length of Hobson St to and including Davis Street would

seem to our community to make huge sense.

The Boffa Miskell assessment classified the area south to

Davis St as character/heritage buildings, in their 2008

assessment. There are only 4 low rise apartment blocks

along this stretch of Hobson St which are not pre 1930s

character. So the dominant theme is very much character

the full length of the eastern side of the street from #64

Hobson St southward and around the corner into Davis St.

Around the fringe of Katherine Mansfield Memorial Park we

would support (like LIVE WELLington, and others) 82-86 and

88 Hobson St, acknowledging they are somewhat detached

from the main character precinct addition. However they

visually anchor some consistency on the street. Similar how

to treat ‘Lady Freyberg House’ in Moturoa St which is also

near the south end of Hobson St.



15

Skip … say it above

16

Let the Slide speak for itself

17 Closing statement

Given the strategic objective for climate change and

sustainability and the objective to maintain a sense of

place and identity via a qualifying matter called a Character

Precinct… the lack of recognition of these distinctive areas

of Thorndon seems indiscriminate and out of step with the

declared strategic goals. These incongruities within the PDP

are troublesome.

THE Association believes that

The PDP can easily address this discontinuity and it would be

a win-win to restore alignment with the strategic objectives,

appropriately rehabilitate our community, and ensure a

cohesiveness in the Plan for Thorndon overall and the City.

END …. Discussion / Questions



18

19

20 Something that strike us about this map

Many visitors to Wellington from

- the north

- the Port

Only experience the inner residential character/heritage of

the City when they pass through Thorndon

i.e. if they don’t venture south past the Stadium, or the CBD.

21 The east side of Thorndon needs more rigorous and

sustainable control than provisioned in the PDP. These areas

of character are highly valued by the community.

They add much to the capital’s unique

characteristics that are celebrated widely for adding to the

charm of our unique city.

The special character of our inner residential areas is a well

recognised part of the city’s international reputation.

These deserve specific, and robust consideration and

planning controls.



22

23 Inner residential neighbourhoods like Thorndon/Pipitea

have made an acceptable contribution to city growth under

the ODP, and can continue to do so without destroying the

existing residential fabric.

There’s adequate space to manage a superior balance.

Options exist to avoid the risk/error of compromising

existing highly valued residential areas.

Resilience factors need to be accounted for as well.

24

Given the strategic objective for climate change and

sustainability and the objective to maintain a sense of place

and identity via a qualifying matter called a Character

Precinct… the lack of recognition of these distinctive areas

of Thorndon seems indiscriminate and out of step with the

declared strategic goals. These incongruities within the PDP

are troublesome.

The PDP can easily address this discontinuity and it would be

a win-win to restore alignment with the strategic objectives,

appropriately rehabilitate our community, and ensure a

cohesiveness in the Plan for Thorndon overall



25 The gateway / entry point on Davis St into Thorndon.

Contrasting streetscapes.

“The Wellington City Planners are planning canyons of high

rises which will create wind tunnels to blow old people and

pushchairs out of the city.”

- this came from very concerned Thorndon resident

The wind gusts between these buildings are also hazardous

for cyclists


